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Abstract — In intelligent transportation systems, the 
collaboration between vehicles and the road side units is essential 
to bring these systems to realization. The emerging Vehicular Ad 
Hoc Network (VANET) is becoming more and more important as 
it provides intelligent transportation application, comfort, safety, 
entertainment for people in vehicles. In order to provide stable 
routes and to get good performance in VANET, there is a need of 
proper routing protocols must be designed. In this paper, we are 
working with the very well-known ad-hoc on-demand distance 
vector (AODV) routing protocol. The existing Routing protocol 
AODV-L which is based on the Link expiration time is extended to 
propose a more reliable AODV-AD which is based on multichannel 
MAC protocol. For the performance evaluation of routing 
protocols, a simulation tool ‘NS2’ has been used. Simulation results 
show that the proposed AODV-AD protocol can achieves better 
performances in forms of high Route stability, Packet Delivery 
ratio and packet loss rate than traditional AODV-L and traditional 
AODV.

Keywords — VANET, AODV, NS2, Packet Delivery Ratio, 
Packet Loss Ratio, Route Reliability.

I. InTROducTIOn

TheRe are various types of ad hoc networks and one of them is 
VANET. Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is a subclass of 

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET). MANET and VANET have some 
common features such as low bandwidth and self-organization and 
shared radio transmission. The main work of VANET is the provision 
of vehicle-vehicle wireless communication and vehicle infrastructure 
communication (e.g., between vehicles and road side equipment), 
and these connections can be established without central access. The 
communication between vehicles has some specifics such as high speed 
and mobility, and that is the key feature of vehicular ad-hoc networks 
that makes them unique in the context of MANETs. By using vehicle 
to vehicle communications, drivers can be notified of important traffic 
data such as the condition of roads and accidents. Such information 
will improve drivers’ decisions in hard conditions. Moreover, 
vehicular communications will help to monitor and manage traffic 
distribution and to improve vehicle fuel economy. Routing algorithms 
are an important part of a vehicular ad hoc network where it forward 
information in order to connect vehicles and having communication 
between them. The proposed routing protocols and mechanisms that 
may be employed in VANETs should adapt to the rapidly changing 
topology.

In this paper, we propose a new routing scheme to make a more 
reliable route from source to destination node. The whole work is 

based on the VANET scenario, where vehicles move with different 
velocities along two directions on the highway. The simulation is 
performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in 

comparison to existing AODV-L and the traditional AODV routing 
protocol. Packet delivery ratio and Loss packet ratio are the performance 
metrics considered in the evaluation process.

A. AODV routing protocol:
AODV routing protocol is classified as a member of Bellman-Ford 

distant vector protocol which work in mobile network. AODV is a 
reactive and an on demand distance vector routing protocol, which 
means that that it searches a route only when there is a need of sending 
data packets from source to a destination. It distributes routing request 
packets whenever it is required due to which network overhead is very 
low along with that it provides loop-free routes. This protocol uses 
following Messages for transmission:

A RREQ message is broadcasted when a source node needs 
to discover a route to a destination. As a RREQ propagates the 
intermediate nodes of the network updates their routing tables by using 

Fig1. Architecture of Vehicular Network.

Fig 2. AODV routing message
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it. The RREQ also contains the most recent sequence number for the 
destination. When a RREQ reaches to the destination node, a route 
is made available by unicasting a RREP message back to the source. 
If it is itself the destination, then a node generates a RREP. As the 
RREP propagates back to the source node, middle nodes update their 
routing tables in the direction of the destination node direction. RERR 
message is broadcast for broken links. It is generated directly by a node 
or passed on when received from another node.

II. lITeRaTuRe suRVey 

In [1], author Yang He, Wenjun Xu and Xuehong Lin, proposes 
a new stable routing protocol, which is based on the scenario where 
vehicles move at a different velocity on the highway. The uniqueness of 
this work lies in its specific design that considers the vehicular motion 
and the channel state information between all vehicles which wants 
to establish links. In this way, the communication-link reliability is 
improved by calculating the link expiration time among the vehicles of 
the route from source to destination. The simulation experiments have 
been performed to calculate the performance of the proposed scheme 
in comparison to the AODV protocol. Finally, the improvement of the 
AODV-L is evaluated in the terms of the performance metrics packet 
delivery ratio and average end-to-end delay.

The survey paper [2] provides a broad overview in vehicular 
networking and gives a brief introduction to the limitations of the 
routing protocols and the challenges in designing algorithms for 
VANETs is to provide reliable packet transmission with minimum 
delay, maximum throughput, and low communication in vehicles. The 
authors of [3] propose a reliability-based routing system making an 
allowance for the mathematical distributions of movement of vehicles 
and the link breakages in the route. In [4], authors propose a routing 
protocol by make use of the vehicles movement information (e.g., 
position, velocity, speed, acceleration and direction) based on Ad-hoc 
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [5] and gives its significance. In 
[6], the author takes on the stochastic large-scale fading model which 
gives results in a log-normal formula as a naive channel model.

In Hop Reservation Multiple Access [7] describes a multi-channel 
protocol which uses slow frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) 
for the hosts hop from one channel to another channel in network 
as per to a predefined hopping configuration. First the two nodes do 
the handshaking by RTS/CTS and exchange the data by it, for the 
communication they stay in a frequency hop. Other hosts carry on 
hopping, and on different frequency hops more than one communication 
can be take place. In [8] Receiver Initiated Channel-Hopping with Dual 
Polling uses a same approach, but the receiver node initiates for the 
avoidance of the collision and do handshake process in the place of 
the sender. This can be done by using only one transceiver at each host 
in the network, but only frequency hopping networks can be applied 
and cannot be used in systems which use the mechanisms like direct 
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). Nasipuri et al. [9] propose a multi-
channel CSMA protocol with “soft” channel reservation. If there are N 
channels, then according to protocol each host can listen concurrently 
to N channels. If there is an idle channel, then a host which wants 
to transmit packet select that channel. The preference is given to that 
channel which was used for the last successful transmission. In [10] the 
protocol is extended in order to select the preeminent channel based on 
signal power detected at the sender. These protocols require N number 
of transceivers for each host, which is very expensive this is drawback 
to this protocol.

III. ReseaRch meThOdOlOgy

In this paper we are introducing a new system which is the enhanced 

part of the existing system which is based on the concept of Link 
Expiration Time (LET). As described further the existing system work 
is done in OMNET++ and we are doing work with NS2 simulator. So, 
whole work is divided in two parts:

1. Firstly, there is a comparison between the traditional AODV 
and the AODV-L routing algorithm using NS2 simulator.

2. Then making of enhanced algorithm which is the extended part 
of the AODV-L algorithm with the concept of multichannel 
MAC protocol.

A. Existing System:
In this system by using the vehicles movement information with 

highway mobility model based on position, direction, velocity it is 
predicted that how long the route is reliable [1]. There is a use stochastic 
large-scale fading channel model to calculate the transmission range, 
which should also be stochastic and the highway mobility model is 
used to recalculate the route lifetime. In this way, a new reliability 
model is proposed to facilitate the reliable routing in VANETs. The 
well-known ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing 
protocol is extended to propose the reliable ad-hoc on-demand distance 
vector routing protocol AODV-L.  Simulation results is demonstrated 
by OMNET++ that AODVL outdoes significantly the AODV routing 
protocol in terms of more efficient delivery ratio and less end-to-end 
delay.

1)  Channel Model:
Stochastic Large-Scale Fading Model:
Roadside constructions, foot-travelers and vehicles themselves 

may become difficulties in communication in VANET which affects 
the channel state among the vehicles. Moreover, due to the continuous 
moment of the vehicles the transmission environment also varies. 
Considering all these factors, there is a stochastic large scale fading 
channel model as follows and put the resulting distribution of these 
variations into the log-normal part in the formula.

( ) = − 10 log10 +  

Highway Mobility Model:
The moment of the vehicles on highways depends on the high 

speeds of all vehicles, velocity, traffic density, the weather conditions, 
and the behavior of the drivers. So, by using these two models, we can 
achieve more accurate and reliable link between vehicles.

A macroscopic traffic flow model is a mathematical model that 
expresses the traffic flow characteristics like flow, density, mean speed 
of a traffic stream, etc. while the microscopic traffic flow models 
feign single vehicle-driver units, so the microscopic properties such as 
position and velocity of a particular vehicles is represented by dynamic 
variables of the models. The position of each single vehicle is needed 
to find that whether two vehicles come in the range of each other so 
that they can communicate with each other. By using the transmission 
power and the channel state information we can estimate the range of 
communication, and also the link reliability by the position and the 
velocity of a single vehicle.

2)  Route reliability definition: 
The link reliability is defined as the stable duration of the 

communication link between two vehicles. Link expiration time (LET) 
denotes the maximum time lasts from establishing the link to one 
vehicle moving out from the communication range. To calculate LET, 
speed and position of each vehicle are needed.
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Consider we have two nodes i and j to calculate LET of them. Let R 
is the transmission range of every node. Distance between them is |di,j| 
and velocity of each node is vi and vj. If this node moves in the same 
direction then, we have:

=  
+ ∗| , |

| − |
   (1)

If two nodes are moving towards each other, means they first come 
closer and then go far for this condition α is +1. However, if two 
nodes are not in the same direction means they never come closer, so 
there α is -1. If the nodes move in the different direction, we have the 
following equation. 

=  
+ ∗| , |

| + |
  (2)

We can also calculate RET (Route Expiration Time) after calculating 
of LET. RET for a route is minimum LETs that make that route:

  RET = min {LET1, LET2, ……. LETn}  (3)

Broken link is the link which break while communication. If route 
has less broken link then the route is more stable. Otherwise, due to 
high broken link there is more exchange control packet and more 
packet loss.

B. Proposed System:
Here we are going to propose a medium access control (MAC) 

protocol for ad hoc wireless networks that utilizes multiple channels 
with dynamism to give better performance [18]. This multiple channels 
are available at the physical layer of the network. The IEEE 802.11 
standard allows the use of multiple channels, but the MAC protocol is 
designed only for a single channel. 

Designing a MAC protocol that works with the multiple channels 
is not an easy, as many of current devices of IEEE 802.11 have one 
half-duplex transceiver. This transceiver can switch the channels 
dynamically, but it can only communicate in one direction on single 
channel at a time. Thus, when a host is attending on a particular 
channel, it cannot take part in the communication going on a different 
channel. Because of this, a new type of hidden terminal problem arises 
in this multi-channel environment, which we can call as multi-channel 
hidden terminal problem. So, this single-channel MAC protocol does 
not work properly in a multi-channel environment where nodes may 
dynamically switch channels. 

The scheme increases network throughput significantly, although 
when the network is very congested. By using multiple channels, we 
can get a higher network throughput than using one channel, because by 
multiple channels there is a multiple transmission can be done without 
interruption of other. So, we are going to propose a MAC protocol 
which can enable the hosts to dynamically change the channels such 
that multiple communications can be done in the same region at the 
same time, in different channel. As we are going to work with an ad hoc 
network that does not depend on infrastructure, so there is no central 
ability to perform management of different channels. In our work the 
main idea is that, we have to divide the time into fixed-time intervals by 
using beacons, and also having a small window at the starting position 
of each interval to get information about the traffic and accordingly 
change channels for use during the interval.

To improve the throughput there are other several MAC protocols 
are also proposed. But due to multiple channels they require multiple 
transceivers per host or they not able to overcome from the multi-channel 
hidden terminal problem, which does not give good performance. This 

is the protocol that needs only one transceiver per host, but still it can 
solve the hidden terminal problem in a multi-channel environment. As 
the protocol requires one transceiver per host, we are able to implement 
it with a hardware complexity which is comparable to IEEE 802.11.

TABLE 1: COMPARISON TABLE FOR BOTH THE SYSTEMS:

Sir 
no. Existing System Proposed System

1. This system works with the LET 
concept to find the reliable route.

This system is the extended 
work of the existing system with 

multichannel concept.

2. Single channel is present between 
nodes.

Multiple channels are assigning 
between nodes.

3. 

Routes selected based on metrics 
like hop distance, signal strength, 
degree of stability and expected 

transmission time.

Load balancing between 
available channels is done

4. There is no such guarantee.

Guarantees route establishment 
if the route can be established in 
a single channel network with 

same topology.

5
It gives moderate result as 
compare to new proposed 

system.

As having multiple channels its 
throughput will increase and give 
more efficient result with respect 

to our performance metrics.

IV. sImulaTIOn seTup and ResulTs:

In this section first we are considering the performance metrics 
considering which the enhancement is done. After it the description of 
the simulation environment and the first part of the expected outcome 
is presented. It has the results of the comparison between the traditional 
AODV routing protocol and the AODV-L routing protocol by using 
simulator NS2.34.

A. Performance Metrics:
Packet Delivery Ratio: Packet delivery ratio is a very important 

factor to measure the performance of protocol in any network. 
Packet delivery ratio is the ratio of number of packets received at 
the destination node to the number of packets sent from the source 
node. The performance is better when packet delivery ratio is high. 
Mathematically it can be shown as equation.

 Loss Packet Ratio: Packet Loss Ratio is the ratio of the number of 
packets that never reached the destination to the number of packets 
originated by the source. Mathematically it can be shown as equation.

 Route Stability: The link reliability is defined as the stable duration 
of the link between two vehicles.

B. Simulation Environment:
Here we are comparing the above mentioned three performance 

metrics. Our simulation has been done in a 1000m×1000m area. 
Vehicles are randomly placed on the road and go straightly ahead in 
high velocity until they reach intersection. The static nodes which are 
the roadside unit do not move. The simulation experiment is conducted 
on NS2.34 and IEEE 802.11.  The transmission rate is of 2Mbps and 
transmission range s of 200m used as MAC protocol. The number of 
vehicles considered is 30-50. Here the source node is the UDP agent 
and Destination node is Null agent communicates using 512 CBR 
(Constant Bit Rate).
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TABLE I. COMPARED PERFORMACE METRICS

Parameter Value

Network Simulator NS2.34

Simulation Area 1000 x1000 m

CBR 512 bytes/sec

802.11 rate 2 Mbps

Transmission Range 200 m

No. of vehicles 30-50

No. of roadside units 8-10

Simulation time 500-1000 sec

Based on the simulation result we have generated the graph which 
shows the performance differences between AODV and AODV-L. The 
graphs are given below. These graphs are generated for 30 nodes but at 
the different velocity (20, 40, 60, 80, 100 ms). Figure 3 is of the Packet 
Delivery Ratio at different velocities shows that the pdr of AODV-L 
is more than AODV. Figure 4 is of the packet loss ratio shows that 
plr of AODV-L is less than AODV. Figure 5 is for the route reliability 
of these protocols of which AODV-L give more efficient result than 
AODV routing protocol.

V. cOnclusIOn

In this paper, firstly, we introduce about the existing system which 
that enhances the stability and reliability of the routing protocol in 
VANETs. The idea behind the offered scheme AODV-L is the Highway 
Mobility Model and the Stochastic Large- Scale Fading Model with 
the applied concept of calculation of LET, which is the strategy for the 
selection of stable routes. This protocol gives the effective Simulation 
results of this part of the work in terms of packet delivery ratio, loss 
packet ratio and route reliability. In the future work, we will carry 
out more intensive simulation by adding the concept of multichannel 
MAC protocol to this AODV-L routing protocol. This scheme will give 
more effective output in terms of throughput and also the considered 
parameters. 
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